
FIRE-DEX INC.       Measurement Guide 
 

 All measurements are taken with arms at sides 

and at an at ease stance. 

 All measurements are taken with stationwear on. 

 Do not use other manufacturers’ measurements. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Measure at chest, just below armpits. Bigger is usually 

better for fit and comfort. Even numbered sizes only, i.e. 

32,34, etc. When ordering general sizes, you will receive 

chest size pertaining to the chart below. For general sizing, 

use the larger of the two numbers  in each category. 

CHEST  –  COAT            CHEST  -  COAT 

32-34         XS                 48-50          XL 

36-38        SM                 52-54         2X 

40-42        MD                56-58         3X 

44-46        LG 

 

____________________________________________ 

FireFighter Name (PRINT) 

 

____________________________________________ 

FireFighter Signature (Acceptance of Sizing Information) 

Tool Used for Measuring:     ____  Tape Measure 

             ____  Sizing Gear 

 

2. Measure sleeve lengths from the middle of the back 

from the vertebrae at the base of the neck, over the 

shoulder to the point on the hand that is required. 

Generally, done to the thumb crotch. Longer is usually 

better for protection. Do not bend arm. If not standard, a 

“custom” sleeve length charge of $15 will apply. 

                  Standard 

CHEST  –  COAT         Sleeve Length 

32-24         XS                32” 

36-38        SM                     32” 

40-42        MD                 34” 

44-46        LG  35” 

48-50          XL  35” 

52-54         2X  36” 

56-58         3X  36” 
 

3. Waist is measured at point where pant will be worn. 

Bigger is usually better for fit and comfort. When ordering 

general sizes you will receive a waist size pertaining to the 

chart below. For general sizing, use the larger of the two 

numbers in each category. The inside of the pants, at the 

waist, will measure the dimension you place on the order. 

Even numbered sizes only, i.e. 32,34, etc. 

WAIST  -  PANT WAIST  -  PANT 

26-28 XS  42-44 XL 

30-32 SM  46-48 2X 

34-36 MD  50-52 3X 

38-40 LG  54-56 4x 
 

4. Inseam is measured well up in the crotch area to that 

point on the foot that is required. Our standard inseam is 

29”. This is appropriate for anyone between 5’9” and 6’2”. 

For inseams 33” to 36”. Add 10%, 37” and up add 20% to 

shell and liner. 
 

5. (Ladies sizing only)Measure hips at widest point. 

1) Chest                            ___________ 

2) Sleeve: standard or ____________ 

3) Waist                         __ _  ________ 

4) Inseam                      ____________ 

5) Hips                           __  ______ ___ 

Name Patch (if ordered) to read (please print): 

 

 

_____________________   _____                 _                         _                              

Measured By                             Today’s Date 

 


